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Dear passengers,

Due to the recent situation occurred on
28th June 2016, at Istanbul Ataturk
Airport, for passengers who have book-
ings on all flights departing from, arriv-
ing at, or connecting in Istanbul Ataturk
Airport or Sabiha Gokcen Airport
between 28 June 2016 - 5 July 2016
(ticketed on/before 28 June 2016), pro-
viding that their tickets are revalidated
by 31 July 2016 (inclusive) and disre-
garding related fare rules:

1. Rebooking and rerouting:
Rebooking and rerouting will be car-

ried out free of charge. This applies to all
reservation booking classes only if at
the same compartment. 

2. Refund requests:
• Refund of unused tickets will be

issued free of charge.
• For tickets which have been partial-

ly used (but the entire journey has not
been completed), refunds will be issued
after deducting the fare for the used
portion, with no penalties being
applied.

3. Extension of validity:
Validity of a ticket can be extended

until 31 July 2016 (inclusive) with no
fare difference or deduction.

We kindly request that all passengers
check the latest status of their flight on
our official website or with our call cen-
ter before traveling. Respectfully
announced to the public.

Official statement 
by Turkish Airlines

NEW YORK: The word suggests compassion,
benevolence. It even sounds nice. Goodwill.
Mankind needs more of it. But in the financial
world, there may be far too much already.
Goodwill is the accounting term for the premium
that companies pay when they buy each other,
over the value of the actual assets being pur-
chased, such as factories, products in a ware-
house and office equipment. Goodwill is the val-
ue placed on the intangible, special something
about the company being bought - its reputa-
tion, perhaps, or its skilled workforce or corpo-
rate culture.

Yes, it’s that vague, that subjective, that iffy -
and investors don’t really mind, except when it
goes bad. If a deal doesn’t work out, all that
goodwill is worth less, and the earnings of the
combined companies can be cut deeply.

Thanks to a wave in corporate deals over the
past few years, the amount of goodwill sitting on
balance sheets of companies in the Standard and
Poor’s 500 index has ballooned to $2.5 trillion.
That’s 50 percent more than at the end of the last
deal boom in 2007, according to FactSet, a data
provider. Goodwill now accounts for 8 percent of
all assets in those companies, a percentage point
more than in 2007.

Should you be worried?
Some experts think a hit to earnings is almost

inevitable. “We’ve got lot of goodwill because
companies are buying at ridiculous prices,” says
Roger Martin, a professor and former dean of the
Rotman School of Management at the University
of Toronto.

Others aren’t so sure, but they’re still con-
cerned. The history of mergers and acquisitions is
not encouraging. In the 12 months following the
end of the 2007 deal boom, write-downs of
goodwill reduced S&P 500 pretax earnings by
more by 38 percent, according to data provided
by R.G. Associates, a research firm that specializes
in accounting issues. In 2002, following a similar

surge in acquisitions, write-downs cut pre-tax
earnings by 21 percent.

Some recent deals have not left much wiggle
room for things to go wrong. In June, Microsoft
offered $26 billion for LinkedIn, the professional
networking service. That’s about six times higher
than LinkedIn’s book value, a way of valuing a
company’s assets by how much they could be
sold for fast. By comparison, investors buy and
sell technology companies on the stock market
for about 4.1 times book value.

The deal looks pricey by other measures, too.
The price Microsoft is offering is 50 percent more
than what investors had judged LinkedIn shares
were worth before the deal. Revlon’s $419 million
purchase of Elizabeth Arden announced a few
days after the Microsoft news is 50 percent more
than the target company shares, too.

By contrast, the $22.3 billion offer by Oreo
maker Mondelez for Hershey announced on
Thursday was just 10 percent higher than what
Hershey’s shares had been trading for. But that
offer is an exception to the trend, and Hershey
rejected it anyway. The average premium over
share prices offered by buyers last year, a record
year for deals, was 38 percent, according to
Dealogic. That was higher than the long-term
average, and came on top of shares already high-
ly valued. In 2007, when shares were as expen-
sive as they are today compared to long-term
earnings, buyers offered 27 percent premiums,
11 points lower.

“It’s one thing to buy things on the cheap.
That gives you a cushion,” says Nicholas Colas,
chief market strategist at brokerage ConvergEx
Group. “But no one considers this equity mar-
ket cheap.”

In some industries, premiums have soared.
Health care companies last year were offered 57
percent more for their shares in acquisitions.
Goodwill in the industry is now $242 billion, dou-
ble its level just five years ago. If these companies
had to cut that goodwill by just 10 percent, it

would slice about a quarter off their annual pre-
tax earnings.

Offering services
As US companies shift from making things to

offering services, it’s only natural that goodwill
has increased. The value of many companies
resides now more in the knowledge, experience
and skill of workers than in the machines on their
desks or in their factories, assuming there are any
factories.

But more goodwill doesn’t mean anyone has a
better sense if it’s been properly valued.

The bad timing of many deals makes goodwill
suspect, too. Companies tend to buy other com-
panies when stocks are soaring and are expen-
sive, and goodwill from the deals is high, then
pull back after stocks have crashed and there are
bargains aplenty. They should do the opposite, of
course, but the mistake is understandable. If
companies like to use cash or stock to buy, they
will be tempted to wait until the economy recov-
ers and both have risen. For those that like to
borrow, it’s easier and cheaper to do so then, too.
Psychology also plays a role. Like ordinary
investors, CEOs like to buy when everyone else is
buying because they crave the safety of the
crowd, says University of Toronto’s Martin.

“How can I be blamed for doing the same
thing everyone in the industry is doing?” he says.
“The downside is we all do badly together. I
won’t get fired.” Investors share the blame.

They tend to ignore the bad deals, dismissing
the write-downs as one-time events that don’t
impact the future, says R.G. Associates’ Jack
Ciesielski, an accounting expert and longtime
editor of the Analyst’s Accounting Observer, a
newsletter. But they do impact the future, he
argues, because it means CEOs can make bad
deals again without worry. “These guys should
be held accountable, they shouldn’t be trusted to
do more acquisitions,” he says. “But investors say,
‘We’re looking to the future.’’ — AP

As desire to acquire mounts, so 
does risk of losses in businesses

(Clockwise from upper left): A customer receiving a facial massage at an Elizabeth Arden Red Door Spa in New York; Revlon lipstick displayed at
a Brooklyn pharmacy in New York; the LinkedIn logo on a screen at the post where it trades on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, and
the Microsoft Visitor Center in Redmond, Washington. — AP

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its Al-Danah dai-
ly draws on 26 June 2016 announcing
the names of its winners for the week of
19 June - 23 June 2016. The Al-Danah dai-
ly draws include draws each and every
working day for two prizes of KD1,000
per winner.  

The winners are:  
(Sunday 19/6): Noreia Suliman

Othman Al-Qenaei, Raed Ali Al-Foudari
(Monday 20/6): Lamar Yousef

Mohammad Al-Khaldi, Maryam Moustafa
Khalil Yateem

( Tuesday 21/6): Hani Sabry
Abdulqader Aboateya, Ali Rahma Rashed
Al-Benali

(Wednesday 22/6): Ahmed Hamad
Abdullah Al-Asousi, Yousef Abdulaziz
Saleh Al-Shamemari

(Thursday 23/6): Ameena Mohammad
Reda Mohammad, Sameera
Abdulkareem Khalifa Al-Mansouri

Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah 2016 draw line-
up includes daily draws (2 winners per
working day each receive KD1000). Al-
Danah’s 3rd Quarterly Draw for the prize
of KD500,000 will be held on September
29th. The final Al-Danah draw for KD 1
million will be held on 5 January, 2017
whereby the Al-Danah millionaire will be
announced. Open an Al-Danah account
now or deposit more to increase your
chances of winning the millionaire draw! 

Five reasons why the Al-Danah
account is the best:

1) Kuwait’s single biggest yearly cash
prize of KD 1 million

2) Kuwait’s biggest quarterly cash
prizes, up to KD500,000 

3) Two winners of KD1,000 every work-
ing day

4) The most chances to win
5) Only Bank that transfers your

chances to win from year to year
Only Al-Danah makes millionaires 
Al-Danah also offers a number of

unique services including: the Al-Danah
Deposit Only ATM card which helps
account holders deposit their money at
their convenience; as well as the Al Danah
calculator to help customers calculate
their chances of becoming an Al-Danah
winner.  Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah account is
open to Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti residents
of Kuwait. Customers who open an
account and/ or deposit more will enter
the draw within two days. To take part in
the Al-Danah 2016 upcoming quarterly
and yearly draws, customers must have an
Al-Danah account containing at least KD
200; customers can visit one of Gulf Bank’s
56 branches, transfer on line, or call the
Customer Contact Center on 1805805 for
assistance and guidance. Customers can
also log on to www.e-gulfbank.com/
aldanahwinners, to find out more about
Al-Danah and its winners. 

Gulf Bank announces winners 
of Al-Danah daily draws

KUWAIT: Confident markets and pundits went
to bed last Thursday night thinking Brexit had
been defeated, only to wake up to a surprise
Brexit victory Friday morning: 52-48  percent.
The markets were thus positioned “wrong”,
which exacerbated the volatility and the
downdraft moves.

Not surprisingly, it was risk-off immediately
and in a big way: equities down all over, bonds
up and interest rates down (including the UK).
Currencies were damaged where the Brexit
uncertainty is highest and where its economic
impact is likely to be more severe. The GBP
was hardest hit (down 8  percent on the day),
followed by the euro.  Flight-to-quality bene-
fitted the USD, the JPY and gold.

These market moves are in line with what
obvious analysis points to: uncertainty and
change will weigh heavier on the European
economies, less so on the US and world
economies, hence the relatively more muted
responses there. On Friday last week, US
stocks fell 3.5  percent; Europe over 8  percent,
the UK was off 3  percent. Further but milder
pressure followed this week. Rating agencies
revised down their outlooks and/or ratings,
with S&P downgrading the UK’s credit rating
by two grades from AAA to AA.

In their first post-vote trading session, all
GCC equity markets lost ground. The smaller
markets of Bahrain and Oman fared better
than their peers with losses under 1  percent.

Kuwait and Qatar retreated 1.1  percent and
1.2  percent, respectively. Saudi’s Tadawul and
Abu Dhabi Stock Exchange (ADX) were off 1.9
percent on the day. Dubai Financial Market
(DFM) took the biggest hit with the index
down 3.3  percent. DFM with its relatively large
foreign investor base
is more susceptible
to international mar-
kets and tends to be
more reactive to big
events. In subse-
quent sessions this
week, the markets
retuned to more
“normal” activity.

For the GCC
countries, we do not
expect anything par-
ticularly big or spe-
cial, barring persist-
ent volatility in inter-
national financial
markets. Marginally
weaker world
growth, would be
slightly less support-
ive of oil  prices
(which should continue to firm). The Fed will
be less prone to raise rates more than once
this year, similarly for GCC central banks. And,
as mentioned in an earlier piece, the GCC and

other international blocs or areas could (after
actual exit) negotiate separate trade deals
with the UK. 

What is totally
unknown at this
point is the magni-
tude and timing of
all sorts of effects.
According to num-
bers bandied about
(that we do not
trust) the world
economy could lose
25 basis points (bps)
of GDP growth in the
next year or two,
while the UK could
lose about 1-1.5  per-
cent of GDP growth
this year, with
heightened proba-
bility of a recession
in the near term.
These unknowns will
be driven by political

dynamics, to be set in motion in the coming
weeks and months. In the meantime the cen-
tral banks (BOE, ECB, etc.) all stand ready to
provide liquidity and support to calm financial

markets, and said as much.

Where are the politics?
Many of the unknowns lay in the politics of

the UK and Europe. David Cameron, the British
prime minister who campaigned to “Remain”
in the EU, will be gone within three months.
His successor will manage the transition and
decide when to invoke article 50 of the Lisbon
treaty. That article starts the negotiation clock
for the actual exit within two years, if not
extended. The process should take two years
from the time article 50 is invoked. During that
time the UK will renegotiate its exit and its
new relationship with the EU. This is all
uncharted territory but, on the plus side, likely
subject to a lot of “bending” or flexibility.

The tug-of-war is currently between an EU
that is signaling it wants quick negotiations to
remove uncertainties (but also to look tough
against other potential leavers), and a UK that
wants to move cautiously, the prudent thing
to do. It is likely that heads will cool in the
months ahead and that negotiations will take
place in an orderly fashion and over an agreed
time frame. Markets will  then also get a
chance to cool off and digest those changes
slowly and gradually as they unfold (see our
earlier brief on Brexit).

Risks
The risks in our mind are also political, with

potential for more serious damage if they
materialize: a spillover of independentist and
separatist sentiment to other major European
countries. Those may ask for their own exit ref-
erenda at some point (the Netherlands,
Finland, etc.). A risk also of further protection-
ist momentum, the latter already in motion in
the US with the Donald Trump campaign, as
well as other anti-establishment and
Euroskeptic movements.

What to monitor next
Which way the balance in the negotiations

and in Europe? Will  the negotiations be
“friendly” and look to minimize shocks for the
economies of both sides? Or will  the EU
decide to make an example of the UK to scare
off other potential “leavers”? When will article
50 be triggered? (It is a UK decision, and can-
not be forced by the EU.)

Elections in Europe and France’s presiden-
tial election next year. How aggressive will the
separatist, anti-establishment movements
become in the rest of Europe, and can these
translate post-Brexit energy into actual elec-
toral gains and political seats? (Different but
related: Scotland’s serious threat to leave the
UK.). On the positive side, Brexit may present
the EU with a wake-up call and an opportunity
to address long standing concerns about
heavy handed regulation and some problem-
atic immigration issues.    

Brexit aftermath: Questions outnumber answers
NBK ECONOMIC REPORT 

For the GCC countries, 
we do not expect anything par-
ticularly big or special, barring
persistent volatility in interna-

tional financial markets.
Marginally weaker world

growth, would be slightly less
supportive of oil prices (which
should continue to firm). The
Fed will be less prone to raise

rates more than once this year,
similarly for GCC central banks

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank has announced the win-
ners of its successful 3 in 1 Quarterly draw
event that took place on Thursday, 30 June
2016, on Marina FM’s Diwaniya Show.  3
Draws took place at the same time and
location. The Al-Danah draw was held for a
cash prize of 

KD 250,000, while both Salary & Red
Account draws included a brand new 2016
Cadillac SRX and cash prizes up to KD1000.
The draw event was held in the presence of
a representative from the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.

Gulf Bank would like to congratulate
Zahrah Suliman Ali Al-Qattan who won
KD250, 000.

In addition, Gulf Bank would like to con-
gratulate the Bank’s Salary and Red
account draw winners, which included the
following: Mariam Adel Fahad Al-Khamees
who won Cadillac SRX 2016, Ali Nayef Johar
Arnan who won KD1000 , Bassam Waleed
Abdulwahab Al-Zanki who won KD1000.

To participate in the Al-Danah draws,
customers must have an Al-Danah account

containing at least KD 200. Customers can
open a new Al-Danah account at any one
of the 56 Gulf Bank branches in Kuwait.
Those who already have an account can
increase their chances of winning by
increasing their deposits. This will also
increase their chances of winning one of
the two KD1,000 prizes, which are drawn
each working day.  

Furthermore, new Red Account or Salary
Account customers who open an account
and transfer their student allowance or
salary will also be eligible to enter the
monthly cash draws for a chance to also win
up to KD 1,000. In addition, the quarterly
car draw will be for 1 lucky winner who will
have a chance to win a new Cadillac.  

For further information about the Al-
Danah, Salary and Red accounts and prize
draws, visit one of Gulf Bank’s 56 branches,
or call Gulf Bank’s Customer Contact Center
on 1805805.  General information about
Gulf Bank’s products and services, can also
be found at the Bank’s website at www.e-
gulfbank.com 

COLOMBO:  Sri Lanka’s president yesterday
bowed to  pressure  f rom ac t iv ists  and
replaced the country’s controversial central
bank chief, appointing a respected economist
to the top job.

President Maithripala Sirisena announced
that Indrajit Coomaraswamy, 66, had been
appointed as the new governor of the central
bank, effective immediately. Coomaraswamy
was previously a director of economic affairs
at the Commonwealth Secretariat, an inter-
governmental  agenc y of  Commonwealth
countries in London.

“After consulting all parties concerned, I
appointed top economist Dr Indrajit
Coomaraswamy to lead the Central Bank of Sri
Lanka,” the president posted on Twitter. The
announcement ended any prospect of outgo-
ing governor Arjuna Mahendran being reap-
pointed after his tenure ended on Thursday. He
had indicated he was prepared to complete
another term. 

Sirisena had come under intense pressure
not to reappoint Mahendran, who had faced
allegations of insider trading. A group of Sri
Lankan academics and professionals had gone

to court to demand action against Mahendran,
a Singapore national of Sri Lankan origin.

Activists had threatened to take to the
streets unless the president replaced him. He
was accused last year of leaking inside informa-
tion to his son-in-law’s firm, allegedly allowing
it to make millions of dollars in profits from a
central bank bond auction.

Mahendran has consistently maintained his
innocence.  Sri Lanka’s economy is under stress
and last month began receiving the f irst
tranche of a $1.5 bil l ion bailout from the
International Monetary Fund. — AFP

Gulf Bank announces winners 
of its quarterly Trio draw 
Ali Al-Qattan wins KD 250,000 

Sri Lanka replaces central bank chief


